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Abstract 
Palmer, E.M., Matchings in random superpositions of bipartite trees, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 41 (1‘32) 199-204. 
We consider the superpositions of r 2 2 bipartite trees with n vertices in each bipartite set and find that for 
I 3 3 almost all superpositions have a perfect matching. When r = 2, at least 98% of all superpositions have 
perfect matchings. 
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1. Introduction 
J. Howard Redfield introduced the notion of graph superposition in his famous 1927 paper 
[l l], in which he developed a very broad method for counting unlabeled superpositions. For 
background material on this topic there are several important articles such as [3-5,9,10]. See 
especially the 1984 issue of the Journal of Graph Theory that is dedicated to Redfield’s 
memory. In [8] we formulated a family of probability models for random superposition and did 
some calculations to determine a sharp threshold for connectedness in multigraphs. 
Here we are interested in the properties of superpositions of labeled bipartite trees selected 
uniformly at random. More specifically, let 
u= (ur, uz,..., un) be a set of green vertices, 
and let 
W= (W,, W.2 ,..., w,) be a set of white vertices. 
Then there are .*I 2(n-1) bipartite trees with n vertices in U and n vertices in W. See [6] for the 
very general formula of Austin and Scoins. 
Now suppose 7’*, T2, . . . , Tr are r of these bipartite trees. Their superposition G = 
GU’,, T2,. w., T,) is formed by identifying vertices with the same labels. Thus the superposition 
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is a multigraph of order 2n with r distinguishable sets of 2n - 1 edges each. The total number 
of superpositions in our sample space 0,, is 
+a - IJr 
and each one is assigned the same probability. 
Suppose Q is some property of superpositions with r fixed. Let JP+ be the subset of 
superpositions in a, with property Q. Then if P(d) + 1 as n + 00, we say almost till 
sl fions hwe property Q or a random superposition has property Q almost surely ts.s. j. In 
this note we focus on the question of what should r be so that almost all superpositions of 
random bipartite trees have a perfect matching. Our tools are Hall’s theorem and the 
matrix-tree theorem (see the introductory text [2]). We also use the first-moment method which 
is thoroughly treated in the introductory book [7]. A similar approach is used for matchings in 
random graphs and is fully documented in the research monograph [l]. 
7 
I. atchings in superpositions of bipartite trees 
We begin by defining a bad k-subset for a superposition G of r bipartite trees. Suppose U1 is 
a k-subset of the set U of green vertices and the neighborhood in G of U1 is entirely contained 
in a (k - l&subset NJ1 of the set W of white vertices. Then G cannot have a matching because 
the neighborhood of U, is deficient. But it follows from Hall’s theorem that if G has no bad 
k-subsets for k = 2 to n - 1, then G does have a matching. Our plan is to find an upper bound 
on the expected number of bad k-subsets of U in all superpositions G. For each superposition 
G in the sample space 0,, let X(G) be the number of bad k-subsets of G in U. Then an upper 
bound on the expectation E[X] is given by 
(2 1) . 
In this bound, the first binomial coefficient is the number of ways to select k green vertices for 
a bad k-subset U, of U and the second binomial coefficient is the number of ways to select 
k - 1 white vertices for a (k - l&subset lV1 of W that contains the neighborhood of U1 in a 
superposition. Also b, is the number of bipartite trees with no edges joining vertices of UI to 
any vertices of W\ lV,. So the fraction in brackets is the probability that a random bipartite 
tree has this property. And since the trees are chosen independently, the rth power of the 
bracketed fraction is the probability that a random superposition has none of these edges. The 
right-hand side of (2.1) is an upper bound because the neighborhood of a bad k-subset may 
have fewer than k - 1 vertices in a superposition and hence can be bad with rPspect to 
different (k - I)-subsets of W. So the same superposition can contribute more than just once to 
the number of superpositions for which U, is bad. 
Now notice that the sum (2.1) is symmetric because 
b, =bn-ki,. 
for k = 2 to n - 1. And so we define F( n, r) by 
(2 2) . 
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and we then have 
E[X] < 2F(n, Y). (24 
To complete the description of this upper bound for the expectation we need a formula for b, 
which can be derived from the matrix-tree theorem (see f2,6]). 
Lemma 2.1. The number b, of bipartite trees with no edges joining a k-subset of green vertices to 
an (n - k -I- l&subset of white vertices is 
b, =nnS3(n -k)n-k+l(k - 1)‘. (2 51 . 
Proof. Let K,,, be the complete, labeled, bipartite graph with partite sets U and W above. 
Delete from it all the edges joining the last k green vertices of U to the first n - k + 1 vertices 
of IV, thereby obtaining a new graph H. The answer b, is the number of spanning trees of H. 
It follows from the matrix-tree theorem that the number of spanning trees is any cofactor or the 
following 2n by 2n matrix: 
/ nl,_, O- -4-k -Jn-k ’ 
0, (k _” I;1 k Ok -Jk 
-&-k+1 On-k+, tn - k)ln-k+l On-k+1 l 
\ -Jk-l -Jk-I Ok-1 nzk-, 1 
Each block of the matrix is square. We use I for the identity matrix, J for the all ones matrix 
and 0 for the zero matrix. The subscripts indicate the dimension, as usual. The determination 
of the correct value of a cofactor is now just a matter of applying row and column operations 
without running out of paper, pencils and erasers. 0 
Now we can state our first theorem about matchings in random superpositions of trees. 
Theorem 2.2. Almost all superpositions of r > 3 bipartite trees with n green vertices and n white 
vertices contain a perfect matching. 
Proof. Let & be the set of superpositions in the sample space 0, that have perfect matchings. 
With the definition of the random variable X above, it follows from Hall’s theorem that a 
superposition G belongs to A? if and only if X(G) = 0. Hence P(M) = P( X = 0) and so for the 
probability of the complementary event, we have P(z) = P( X 2 1). But we have from above: 
P(X>, 1) <E[X] < 2F(n, r). (2 6) . 
To complete this application of the first-moment method, it is sufficient to show that 
F(n, 3) + 0. On substituting the value of b, from (2.5) in the expression (2.3) for F(n, r) we 
have 
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To estimate the product of the binomial coefficients in (2.7) we use well-known approximations 
of n! from Stirling’s formula (see, for example, [7, Appendix II]). We have 
where 
g(n, k) = (n -k) -l/+ _k + l)n-k+3/2k&+1/2(k _ l)k-‘/2. 
On combining (2.7)-(1.9) with r = 3, we find after a bit of simplification that 
Since k G [in], we also have (k - 1)/n < $. Furthermore, 
($)‘_ n-krsk*‘G 
n 
Therefore, 
F(n, 3) G 
(2 8) . 
(2 9) . 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2l2) 
and so F(n, 3) + 0 and the proof is finished. [7 
Using formulas (2.6) and (2.10) with even n = 2 to 10, one can show that the probability of a 
matching is at least 0.999. The same holds for odd n = 3, 5, 7 and o. For n > 10 we just use 
(2.6) and (2.12) to show that this probability is at least 0.99. 
Corollary 2.3. For the random superposition of r > 3 bipartite trees, the probability of a matching 
is at least 0.999 for n < 10 and at least 0.99 for n > 10. 
Next we consider tile case when r = 2. From (2.7) it follows that 
(2.13) 
Values of F(n, 2) were calculated from (2.13) for n = 3 to 10 and we find that in each case 
1 - 2F(n, 2) 3 0.99. 
For larger values of n we combine (2.8) and (2.9) with (2.13), and find after a bit of 
simplification that 
e 1/(6n) In/21 
Fh 2) G 27;n 
c 
k=2 
(.1,:,)n-k+3’2( ,kl)‘+“2_ 
Computer calculations with (2.14) for n = 10 to 150 show that 1 - 2F(n, 2) 2 0.98. 
(2.14) 
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To estimate the right-hand side of (2.14) for larger values of n we begin by observing that for 
k >, 2, 
Hence 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
The largest summand occurs when k is largest and therefore by multiplying the largest term by 
the length of the sum we have for even n: 
A similar expression holds for odd n with the result that 
1 
F(n, 2) < (1 +o(l))me2 (2.18) 
(2.17) 
and so 
1 
P(M) 3 1 - 2F(n, 2) 2 1 - - 2rr e2 + o(1) = 0.97846 + o(l). (2.19) 
Thus asymptotically almost Vu% of ail superposiiions of just two bipartite trees have a 
matching. 
Theorem 2.4. For the random superposition of r = 2 bipartite trees with n green vertices and n 
white vertices, the probability of a matching is at least 0.99 for n < 10 end at least 0.98 for n up 
to 150. Asymptotically the probability is at leas: 1 - 1/(2ne2) = 0.97846.. . . 
Unfortunately it cannot be shown that F!n, 2) + 0 because F(n, 2) is, in fact, bounded away 
from zero. Here is a sketch of ;he verification. 
We begin with a lower bound on the p’;oduct of the binomial coefficients in (2.13). For n 3 8, 
where g(n, k) is defined in (2.9). Cln substituting this bound in (2.13) we arrive at: 
( rc “,: l)n-k+3’2( !gk+*“. 
It follows from (2.15) that 
F(n, 2) a 
e2-;; [J?!( n “,: l)n-k+3’2, 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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(2.23) 
But each summand in (2.21) is at most l/e and the length of the sum is about in. Hence, 
F(n, 2) 2 . (2.24) 
Thus the question remains open: Do almost all superpositions of two 12 by n bipartite trees 
have perfect matchings? 
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